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The Life Of A Rose

Moderato

Life is not a road of happiness For anything that lives and grows,
All things struggle on to the sweet re-
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all the cares And worries that the years disclose,

Tell me, who could help envying the rose?

Refrain (tenderly)  

The world goes peacefully by, With not a

cloud in the sky There's not a frown nor a sigh
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In the life of a rose;
If she may perfume the air
And have the world call her fair,

Then there is never a care
In the life of a rose,

For she is satisfied if she may flirt with the
breeze, And o-f-f for fra-grant lips to e-v-ry kiss of the bees; But when the sun goes a-way Her pet-als droop in dis-may For there is o-n-l-y a day In the life of a

rose! The world goes rose! 6793-4 The Life of A Rose